What's New in SSIS Version 15.1.5?
April 2015

Note: V15.1.5 consists of Oracle package updates only and does not require a complete install. As a result, the SSIS release number 15.1.3.10 will not change.

The Generated date field found on the Report header, for all draft Q1 2015 Child Foster Care Reports will be set to 3/31/2015 when you receive the package release. This change requires you to re-generate the report with the new rules implemented in V15.1.5 prior to submitting the report.

Highlights

Child Foster Care Report
• Includes IV-E and Northstar Claims
• Same State Reporting Framework
• Payment Proofing & Claimed Payment Proofing for IV-E and Northstar Claims
• Same due dates (Quarterly) with exception of Q1 2015 due April 28, 2015.
• FOD Processing in SSIS
  o No additional validation required
  o See eligible amounts for reimbursement in SSIS
  o No more 2570 reports

Child Foster Care Report Exclusion Reasons
• Title IV-E Abstract Report Exclusions renamed to Child Foster Care Report Exclusions
• Exclusions are ignored in the Generate process and claims will be created for payments with exclusions if all rules are met.
• Excluded from Proofing
  o Exclusions checkbox removed from Proofing
  o Use Exclusion Search to find Payments with Exclusions

Child Foster Care Claims
• Fields are the same for both IV-E Claims & Northstar Claims
• See SSIS Update #415 for a full listing of new and renamed fields
• Any user created managed grid settings may need to be recreated due to the changes in available columns.
• There are two defects that you may see in the calculated fields on the Claim if the amount is a negative whole number. The grid displays the information in these fields correctly.
  o #1 The Total IV-E Amount field – displays in the scientific notation format (ie: -8.4E01)
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  o #2 The other calculated fields display correctly until you click in that field. Once you click in the field they may display in the scientific notation format.

Claim Screen – Clicked in Total FFP Amount field

Child Foster Care Claim Summary

• New and Renamed Fields
• Hint: IV-E Service Type has not changed, but includes Service Types for Northstar Claims and IV-E claims.

Child Foster Care Claim Screen

• Maximum Allowed = (Maximum Basic per diem + Maximum Supplemental per diem) x Units
• Exclude Supplemental Amount Indicator
  o Used to indicate if a MAPCY has not been completed within the required time period.
  o If a MAPCY is not completed, only the Basic per diem can be claimed to IV-E and/or Northstar.
• New and renamed fields
Child Foster Care Proofing
- Payment proofing – Exclusions checkbox removed
- Payment proofing – new checkbox for MAPCY/DOC warnings
- Renamed checkboxes
- See SSIS Fiscal Release training materials for detailed information on proofing and other Child Foster Care Report functionality. Materials are expected to be posted by late afternoon on Monday, April 6. SSIS Fiscal Release Training

Module Changes

Adoption
The child’s middle initial is no longer required on the setup tab of the Adoption Placement Decision Summary.

MAPCY
The process for calculating the MAPCY level for the age ranges will not include the Extraordinary Level score until the Extraordinary Level is approved by the state.

Payments
A V15.1 defect did not allow users to save a refund, recovery, cancellation and/or adjustment reversal if the Basic Per Diem on the Payment did not match the valid Basic per diem. This defect is resolved with the update.